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Luminescence lifetime imaging with transparent oxygen optodes
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Abstract
The imaging of two-dimensional (2D) solute distributions with planar optodes has become an important tool in biological and medical
research. The development of versatile and ¯exible imaging systems, that enable both luminescence intensity and lifetime imaging, has
generated various applications of planar oxygen optodes. Most of the applied optodes however, were not transparent. They either contained
scattering particles in the sensing layer for signal enhancement and/or an optical insulation to separate the signal from ambient light. Since
the modular luminescence lifetime imaging system (MOLLI) enables luminescence lifetime imaging, we used transparent planar oxygen
optodes to investigate simultaneously the 2D distribution of oxygen and the structure that causes this distribution. This is done by either
using the luminescence intensity images or different spectral illumination for structural imaging and the luminescence lifetime images for
oxygen distribution imaging.
As the distribution of oxygen plays a key role at different spatial scales, we present results from applications of the transparent optodes to
various biological systems: (a) to a coral sand sediment sample (macrolens application: resolution of approximately 50 mm per pixel); (b) to
a lichen with cyanobacteria as symbionts (endoscope application: resolution of approximately 15±62.5 mm per pixel) and (c) to a
foraminifer with diatoms as symbionts (microscope application: resolution of approximately 3.8 mm per pixel). The results demonstrate the
performance and some of the limits of the application of transparent optodes. Other possible ®elds of applications that are not restricted to
marine environment are discussed. # 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Various publications in the last decade demonstrated that
imaging of two-dimensional (2D) solute distributions with
luminescent indicators has become an attractive tool in
medicine, biology and physics. The ®rst described image
processing systems and experimental set-ups were designed
and optimised for speci®c applications like measurements of
oxygen distribution in tissue [1,11±13], pH and Ca2 distributions in cells [3,14±16], oxygen partial pressure on skin
surface or oxygen ¯ux into skin [5,17,18], oxygen distribution across the water±sediment interface [9,10] and in
bio®lms [19]. However, many of these systems lack versatility because they were for example, con®ned to microscope
set-ups [3,4,15,16,20±22]. Therefore, we suggested in 1995
a new modular luminescence lifetime imaging system
(MOLLI [7]) that allows for versatile applications at a wide
range of spatial resolutions. While many of the biological
applications used planar oxygen optodes with optical
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isolations [9,10,19], we combined luminescence lifetime
imaging with transparent sensing layers to open a second
layer of information. By using the backscattered and
re¯ected light if the sensing foil is illuminated by ``white''
light (broad spectral composition like halogen lamps) structural information can be recorded that in turn can be related
to the oxygen distribution.
2. Measuring system
2.1. Oxygen sensing
The dynamic quenching of luminescence by oxygen is the
principle for the measurement of oxygen distributions in
multiple applications [1,5,9,10,12,13,17,18,23±25] or of
barometric pressure [2]. The sensors applied have a planar
structure with the luminescent indicator embedded in PVC
[26] that is spread on a transparent polyester support foil
(Mylar, DuPont, USA) by a knife-coating process. After
drying, the sensing ®lm thickness was approximately 10 mm.
The indicator [27±31] ruthenium(II)-tris-4,7-diphenyl-1,10phenanthroline, with trimethylsilylpropanesulfonate as the
counter ion is widely used for oxygen sensing purposes. It
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has a high quantum yield and long luminescence decay times in
the range of ms, an absorption spectrum that almost perfectly
overlaps with the emission spectrum of blue LED's
(lpeak  475 nm, HLMP-CB15, Agilent, USA) and a relatively large Stokes shift with an emission maximum at 605 nm,
that favours its application for luminescence lifetime imaging.
The sensor area is imaged through an optical emission
®lter (KV550, Schott, Wiesbaden, Germany) by lenses or
imaging ®bres onto the CCD-chip of a camera: each pixel on
the chip is monitoring a small amount of the total emitted
luminescence, that either correlates to the absolute intensity
or, with an appropriate timing, to a part of the emitted light
from the decay curve.
The oxygen optodes are calibrated with a two component
model of the Stern±Volmer-equation [32,33] that has been
modi®ed in a way, that the second component is assumed to
be non-quenchable. Since our characterisation measurements have shown that for a speci®c indicator±matrix
mixture the ratio or fraction between these two components
stays constant (frac has to be determined once). Therefore,
the resulting procedure is a two-point calibration.
t
I
frac
 1 ÿ frac
 
t0 I0
1 ÿ KSV O2 

(1)

where t0, t denotes lifetime in the absence or presence of
oxygen, I0, I the luminescence intensity in the absence or
presence of oxygen, KSV the bimolecular quenching coefficient, [O2] the oxygen concentration in vol.% or percentage
of air saturation, frac, the fractionating factor.
For image processing the variables t0, t, KSV, [O2] are
replaced by the corresponding images.
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2.2. Imaging system
Luminescence lifetime imaging has two major advantages
compared to conventional luminescence intensity imaging.
It allows for a good contrast enhancement and for a background suppression if unwanted luminescence contributions
are present in the image, e.g. chlorophyll ¯uorescence in
biological samples. If the background luminescence has a
different decay time than the luminescent indicator of
interest, it is possible to separate both signals by lifetime
imaging. Further, lifetime imaging does not depend on
intensity variations due to inhomogeneous illumination,
photobleaching (if the variations do not occur faster than
the image recording) or variable indicator concentrations
and calibration free sensing applications [13] can be
achieved. The recently published modular luminescence
lifetime imaging system consists (Fig. 1) of a thermoelectrically cooled CCD-camera that can be gated at minimum
t  500 ns (SensiMod, PCO, Germany), a controlling PC
and an external trigger unit (SG535, SRS, USA). Lifetime
imaging [6±8,13,22,23], lifetime corresponding phase delay
ratioing [5,8,17,18] and intensity imaging are options of that
system. We apply the pulse-gate (or rapid lifetime determination) method to record images that represent integral parts
of the light of the luminescence decay curve.
The excitation light source, appropriate optical ®lters for
excitation and emission, the planar optode and the optics that
image the sensor to the CCD-chip are considered to be the
application oriented part of the imaging system (Fig. 1, left
frame). According to the spatial resolution that should be
achieved this part of the imaging system has to be optimised.

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of MOLLI. The imaging system consists of a fast gateable CCD-camera (SensiMod), a PC and a trigger control (trigcon). The
application related part consists of the investigated sample and the planar optode, an excitation light source (ex-light), means to transport the light to the
optode (direct or via light guide) and the emitted luminescence to the CCD-chip (macrolens, endoscope, microscope), and optical filters (of) if necessary.
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Table 1
Application

Technical data

Spatial resolution
(mm per pixel)

Macrolens Tevidon (Docter Optics, Germany)
Endoscope (SchoÈlly Fiberoptic, Germany)

Focal length  25 mm, aperture  1.4
30000 imaging fibres view angle  458, imaging fibre
bundle diameter  0.91 mm, outer diameter  2 mm
Magnification  5, aperture  0.15

48
24

Microscope lens Plan-Neofluar (Axiovert 25 microscope,
Zeiss, Germany)

The presented experiments apply three different optical setups with corresponding spatial resolutions (Table 1).
Fig. 2 shows the relation of timing signals and the
corresponding light signals to clarify the image recording
structure. The camera has two ON/OFF signals. First, the
integration time signal (integration time for 1 image window, Fig. 2), which is software controlled, determines
whether the camera is ready to collect light, and can be
adjusted in the range of 500 ns to 450 ms. Second, the
modulation input signal (TTL signal, hardware controlled)
controls the electronical ``shutter'', that switches ON and

3.8

OFF the acceptation of light on the CCD-chip, but only if the
®rst signal, the integration time, is ON.
But the electronical ``shutter'' is not a real shutter and has
a limited blocking ef®ciency. That means it does not interrupt the light path, but directs the light induced charge
carriers to the CCD-pixels or to an on-chip waste channel.
Therefore, even for lifetime imaging an appropriate emission ®lter is helpful, because it attenuates the impinging
light. Otherwise, if the impinging light passes over a certain
level, light contributions in the recorded image may appear
although the shutter is closed.

Fig. 2. Structure of timing and light signals. The general time window for an image is given by the integration time of the camera that turns the camera into a
ready-to-accept-light state. Within this time frame a structure of events is repeated at a defined repetition frequency, for example, for image window 1: the
excitation light is switched ON and OFF, consequently the luminescence follows with a certain delay in rise and decay, for image window 1 the camera is
``opened'' by the modulation signal for a time Di. This sequence is repeated (an example with real time values is given in the text). For image window 2 and
the window ``dark'' the delays after switching OFF the excitation light are different but the width Di is the same.
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The time values in the following explanation of the timing
structure of the image recording represent actual values from
the experiments. The integration time window for a set of
images is adjusted for example, to tint  350 ms. Within this
time a couple of events are continuously repeated. Image
window 1: the excitation light is switched ON (excitation
light, Fig. 2) for tex  4 ms. With its delay, due to ®lling up
and depleting the excited states, the luminescence light
signal seen by a pixel follows (emitted luminescence,
Fig. 2). For lifetime imaging, the modulation signal of
the camera is switched ON at D1  0:5 ms after switching
OFF the excitation light, and switched OFF again after
Di  3 ms. At ttot  11 ms after ®rst switching ON the
excitation light, it is switched ON again. This is repeated
as often as possible within the major integration time
window. The repetition frequency can be calculated as
fmod 

1
tex  D1  2Di  D2  0:5tex

(2)

With the given time values above and a D2  ÿ1:5 ms for
image window 2 this gives a repetition frequency
f rep  90 kHz. That means that the described events are
repeated 31,818 times and the according light signals are
integrated on each pixel of the CCD-chip. When the integration time tint is over, the first image is read out of the
camera. Then image window 2 (Fig. 2) is recorded the same
way except that time width D1 is replaced by D1  Di  D2.
Finally with the same modulation frequency but without
excitation light ON (expressed in Fig. 2 by the shift of the
image window ``dark'' into the time area where no light
occurs) a ``dark'' image is recorded that contains ambient
and background light information. If these light conditions
do not change between the recording of the three image
windows, it is possible to do lifetime imaging with some
amount of ambient light present (which is not possible for
intensity imaging). Before the images are stored, the image
window ``dark'' is subtracted from image window 1 and
image window 2. Additionally a parameter text file is store
that contains all timing and measuring information. The
controlling software Look@Molli_v1.1 is developed and
written in Delphi 4 (Inprise, USA).
2.3. Image processing
The program MolliView.pro for the processing of the
recorded images is written in IDL (Research Systems
Inc., USA) and enables the complete processing and conversion of all images of all available measuring schemes
(intensity, lifetime 2 and 3 windows, phase delay ratio) that
are implemented in the image recording program. The
general path of image processing with 2 window lifetime
imaging is shown in Fig. 3. Every measurement consists of a
set of three ®les as mentioned above. To convert measured
image sets, two calibration image sets are necessary, for
example one at zero oxygen and one at air saturation. Each
set is converted into 2D arrays of real values of lifetimes by the
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following calculation. It is assumed that the decay curve of the
luminescence can be described by a monoexponential decay
with an apparent lifetime t as characteristic time parameter


t 
Di
i
Ii  I0 t exp
1 ÿ exp ÿ
(3)
t
t
where I0 is the intensity when the excitation light is switched
OFF, Ii the intensity at time ti.
The decay curve integration time Di is constant for image
window 1 and 2. Therefore, the lifetime conversion calculation is reduced to
t

Di  D2
ln image window 2=image window 1

(4)

where Di is the decay curve integration time, D2 the time
difference between end of decay curve integration time for
image window 1 and start of image window 2.
It takes less calculation time than the 3 window approach
[7] but gives suf®ciently good results [6]. When each image
set is converted into lifetime array images, the two calibration images are used to calculate a KSV array image like the
calibration equation above. Now the zero lifetime image and
the KSV image are used to calculate, with respect to the
above modi®ed Stern±Volmer-equation, oxygen images in
units that have been used for calibration. In the present
applications it is percentage of air saturation. The resulting
oxygen array image can be colour coded and scaled for
better visualisation purposes (Fig. 3).
Each position of the image represents a real value of the
oxygen concentration. Therefore, model calculations with
pro®les across the image as well as other investigations that
request high spatial resolution information of the oxygen
distribution can be performed. Compared to single pro®le
measurements with microoptodes [29,34] a 640  480 pixel
image contains maximum 640 oxygen pro®les instead of
one.
3. Experimental
All applications presented in the following investigate the
oxygen production and respiration of photosynthetic active
organisms or communities at different spatial scales. These
organisms like cyanobacteria or diatoms produce and consume oxygen while they are illuminated with light. In the
darkness there is only consumption. To investigate the
conditions of their metabolism, a usual procedure is to
illuminate a sample that is preserved under nature like
conditions with a homogeneous light ®eld. After approximately 30±40 min they reach a steady state, then the light is
switched OFF. The fast reactions in oxygen distribution as
well as the long-term reaction until the dark steady state is
reached, give characteristic values for production and consumption of the organisms.
The optodes that we applied were transparent. Therefore,
the sunlight simulating illumination of the sample with its
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Fig. 3. Structure of image processing. Various sets of three files are recorded. Two calibration sets and numerous sets of measurements. After calculation of
the corresponding luminescence lifetimes, each pixel representing a former measured amount of light is then converted into a real time value in a 640  480
array. These values are used for further conversion into oxygen values that can be visualised by an image like display (for more detailed explanation of image
processing see text).

high light level would drive the described image window
``dark'' already in an over¯ow situation. The real measurement was only started when the sunlight simulating illumination was switched OFF.
3.1. Macrolens application
If photosynthetic active shallow water sediments are
investigated spatial resolutions between 50 and 100 mm
are suf®cient. This can be achieved by the use of a macrolens
and optional distance rings. A coral sediment sample from
Shark Bay, Heron Island (Great Barrier Reef, Australia) is
placed in a ¯ow chamber where in advance a transparent
oxygen optode was ®xed to the transparent side wall
(Fig. 4[A], optode/support foil/glass wall). The sample when
inserted into the ¯ow chamber is moved gently to the foil to
reach a tight contact between sediment and optode. The
sediment is ¯ushed at a constant ¯ow with aerated water
taken from the sample site. The set-up was situated in a dark

room to enable control of the light conditions with a halogen
lamp. The excitation light source consists of a self-constructed ``light frame'' of 18 LED's (same as above). In front
of the LEDs holographic 608 diffusers are mounted to
generate a reasonably homogeneous light ®eld. The emitted
luminescence passes through the frame, a KV550 ®lter and
is imaged via the above mentioned lens at a resolution of
approximately 46 mm per pixel.
The sample was illuminated at a constant light energy
level for 35 min with a halogen lamp. Then the illumination
was switched OFF. For 2 min images were recorded at a high
rate (1 image set per 4 s, because of average 4) and then for
6 min images were recorded at a low rate (1 image set per
minute). This was repeated for increasing light energy
levels. Finally after a longer period of darkness (6 h) the
chamber was illuminated from the side by a halogen lamp
(Fig. 4[A], sample illumination) to record structure intensity
images. For calibration at the end of the experiments the
sample was removed. The chamber was ®lled with stagnant
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Fig. 4. Schematic drawings of the applications. (A) The transparent optode (optode and support foil) is fixed to a flow chamber window (glass wall,
thickness  2 mm). The coral sand sediment sample touches the optode. The luminescence image view is through the macrolens of the CCD-camera. The
excitation light (blue LEDs, lpeak  475 nm) and the illumination for structure images (halogen lamp) are positioned like the camera on the right side. A
collimated halogen lamp from above illuminates the sample (sample illumination). (B) A piece of soil lichen is placed on top of a transparent planar optode,
which is separated from the endoscope by a 2 mm thick polycarbonate window. This lichen is then covered with a water drop (diameter approximately 5 mm)
and illuminated by a halogen lamp (sample and structure illumination). The luminescence image view is through the imaging fibre bundle in the core of the
endoscope, while the excitation is guided through the fibreoptical ring of the endoscope (six blue LEDs, lpeak  475 nm). (C) The foraminifer (Amphistegina
lobifera with diatoms as symbionts) is placed on top of a transparent optode (optode and support foil), which itself is fixed at the bottom of a petri-dish (glass
wall). The luminescence image view is through the lens of the inverse microscope from below. The optode is excited from below (blue LEDs,
lpeak  475 nm), while the sample (halogen lamp) and structure (microscope lamp) illumination is from above.

water, which was ¯ushed with either nitrogen or air until no
change in the lifetime values of the recorded images could be
observed anymore (approximately 30 min). All images were
recorded without binning and with an average of 4 images.

3.2. Endoscope application
This was a functional test. On top of the endoscope
(Fig. 4[B]) a polycarbonate plate with an attached transparent
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oxygen optode on its upper surface was mounted (®xation
with silicone). On this optode a dry piece of a soil lichen
Collema sp. (Utah, USA), a symbiosis of a fungus and the
cyanobacterium Nostoc, was placed. Then a large water
drop was deposited to cover the lichen and the optode. A
halogen lamp (Fig. 4[B], sample and structure illumination)
illuminated the whole set-up for approximately 30 min at a
constant light level to reach a steady state of oxygen
production and consumption. Then the illumination light
was switched OFF. For 20 min image sets were recorded at 1
image set per minute. Then the sample was illuminated
again to record a structure image (Fig. 4[B], sample and
structure illumination). Finally water and lichen were
removed and two calibration image sets were recorded,
one with an air saturated and one with a deaerated water
drop. All images except the structure image (image recorded
without binning resulting in a resolution of 16.2 mm per
pixel) were measured with a pixel binning of 2, which
according to the distance of the optode from the endoscope
surface reduced the possible resolution to approximately
62.5 mm per pixel.

3.3. Microscope application
The transparent optode was ®xed at the bottom of a petridish, which was ®lled with salt water at usual salinity for the
benthic growing foraminifer Amphistegina lobifera that has
diatoms as symbionts. Then a foraminifer was placed in the
middle of the petri-dish and the dish was placed on the stage
of an inverse microscope (Fig. 4[C]). The optode was
excited by four LED's (type like above) that were circularly
arranged (emitting upward) around the microscope lens. The
emission was imaged by the microscope lens and adapting
optics onto the CCD-chip. A halogen lamp from above
(Fig. 4[C], sample and structure illumination) illuminated
the petri-dish from above for photosynthesis. The structure
images were recorded between series of measurements by
using the microscope lamp.
The experiments were similar to the procedure with the
coral sediment sample except that the water was stagnant
and not actively aerated. The foraminifer was illuminated for
35 min at a constant light energy level, then for 2 min
images were recorded at 1 image set per second and for

Fig. 5. Results of macrolens application. For each row of oxygen images the sediment sample was illuminated before at a constant light energy level (30.7,
780.5 and 3487.2 mE/m2 s) for about 35 min. Then the illumination was stopped and image series were recorded of which two images are shown. The times t
given above each image are related to the illumination stop. The oxygen levels have been divided into 11 ranges for better visualisation in grey coding. The
grey level bar shows continuous scaling with ticks that correspond to the grey level in the distribution image.
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25 min at 1 image set per minute. This was repeated for
increasing light energy levels. At the end of the experiments
the foraminifer was removed and calibration images with air
saturated and deaerated water were recorded.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Macrolens application
Fig. 5 shows some result images of the coral sediment
experiments. For light energy levels of: 30.7, 780.5 and
3487.2 mE/m2 s (measured with a calibrated light probe
from Biospherical, USA) two samples of oxygen distribution images in unit percentage of air saturation after switching OFF the illumination light are given (Fig. 5, grey scale
bar). The ®rst column of images was recorded 0.1 min after
switching OFF the illumination and the second column was
recorded between 5 and 8 min after switching OFF. The
images have been smoothed by a running average of 2. The
averaging reduces the spatial resolution to 96 mm per pixel,
which we considered suf®cient, compared to standard pro®ling measurements with microoptodes at 100 mm stepwidth. The grey scale coded images are divided into 11
ranges for better visualisation while the grey scale bar shows
continuous values (in colour coding that we usually use for
evaluation, continuous scaling is used).
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After illumination at the lowest level the oxygen distributions short or long time after switching OFF the light do not
show any signi®cant difference or change. Therefore, it can
be assumed, that the photosynthetic active organisms did not
get enough light energy to produce mole oxygen by photosynthesis than they respire. The gradient from air saturated
water that ¯ows above the sediment surface, down to zero
oxygen 1 mm below the surface is visible. The rest of the
sediment, although the sediment grains were large and
advective transport should be easier (grain diameters
between 0.8 and 1.4 mm), is anoxic. After illumination
at medium light level, the oxygen production in the upper
part of the sediment appears with oxygen concentration
values between 150 and 180% air saturation. This zone
decreases signi®cantly within 5 min. Furthermore a larger
penetration depth for oxygen can be seen. This effect is even
more pronounced after illumination at the highest light
energy level. Here oxygen reaches peak values of more
than 300% air saturation and penetration depths down to
2.4 cm. The overall values are decreased within 8 min but
still oxygen reach depths where it usually does not occur.
These ®nal results could not be con®rmed by microsensor
measurements in the middle of the sample. The explanation
for this discrepancy is the transparency of the optode (Fig. 6),
that allows for light transmission in both directions.
While the sample is illuminated with the sun simulating
light of the halogen lamp, part of this light passes through the

Fig. 6. Combination of structure and 2D oxygen distribution. The upper left image represents a visualisation of an oxygen distribution (lower left image of
Fig. 5, for better visualisation the oxygen image has been divided into 11 ranges) and the upper right image shows the structure of the coral sand sediment
sample (seen though the planar optode). Both can be blended together in a way that one image (here the oxygen distribution) becomes semi-transparent. Now
each oxygen value can be linked to the location in the sediment structure.
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Fig. 7. Results of endoscope application. A structure image of the lichen in front of the endoscope and time series of oxygen distribution images is shown.
The lichen Collema sp. with its symbionts was illuminated for 20 min and then the illumination was stopped. The image recording started 1 min after. The
time t given above each image therefore, relates to illumination stop plus 1 min. The oxygen levels have been divided into eight ranges for better visualisation
in grey coding. The grey level bar shows continuous scaling with ticks that correspond to the grey level in the distribution image.

Fig. 8. Results of microscope application. For each row of oxygen images the foraminifer was illuminated before at constant light energy levels (4.5, 147.8
and 697.4 mE/m2 s) for about 35 min. Then the illumination was stopped and image series were recorded of which two images are shown. The times given
above each oxygen distribution image relate to the illumination stop. The oxygen levels have been divided into 15 ranges for better visualisation in grey
coding. The grey level bar shows continuous scaling with ticks that correspond to the grey level in the distribution image.
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optode, is re¯ected at the sample chamber window and
illuminates deeper layers of the sediment, which under
natural conditions are not reached by this amount of light.
In deeper layers there might be inactive organisms that are
able to do photosynthesis, but do not have oxygen to respire
or light to produce oxygen. They wait to be transported
upwards with the next change of high and low tide. If so they
would get light and immediately would start producing
oxygen. This effect, as can be seen in Fig. 5 lowest row,
is most pronounced at highest light levels. As possible
solution for next applications a foil curtain down to the
sediment surface during illumination could cover the window inside the chamber.
Nevertheless Fig. 6 demonstrate the important feature of
the transparent optode. Structural images can be taken and
the oxygen distribution images can be blended onto them.
Now with the appropriate grey or colour scale coding (in
colour it is more visible) it is possible to relate the oxygen
concentration directly to the place where it occurs.
4.2. Endoscope application
The endoscope, which has been used for the ®rst tests, had
the wrong working distance. Therefore, the structural image
of the lichen in Fig. 7 is not as sharp as it could be. The
spatial resolution of the oxygen distribution images has been
reduced to 62.5 mm per pixel by pixel binning of 2 (the
values of 2 pixel in x and y direction are summed to represent
a single, binned new pixel value) like described above. The
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display of the oxygen values was divided into eight ranges
for better visualisation in grey scale.
If the desert lichen Collema sp. (Utah, USA) is covered
with water and illuminated with sunlight or similar the
cyanobacteria Nostoc that live in this symbiosis immediately
start their photosynthetic activity. Since the sample was
illuminated for more than 30 min, the cyanobacteria oversaturated the water drop with oxygen because they produce
more oxygen than they consume. When the illumination
stops, they instantly stop producing oxygen but continue
respiring, so oxygen is depleted in the water drop. As the
dimensions and water volume are very small in the drop, the
net consumption of the organisms and therefore, the depletion is very fast. Hence, it was not possible with a master
integration window of 400 ms (approximately 1.6 s for 1
image set) to see an oxygen production peak, that would
correspond to the depletion peak that appears along the
series in the upper half of the images (Fig. 7).
From the time series of oxygen distribution images the
consumption of oxygen can be followed. The development
of an oxygen depletion peak in the upper half of the
endoscope images shows that parts of the lichen have been
nearer to the optode surface or even touched it.
4.3. Microscope application
Fig. 8 shows results for the oxygen distributions at the
bottom of the foraminifer Amphistegina lobifera. For light
energy levels of: 4.5, 147.8 and 697.4 mE/m2 s (measured

Fig. 9. Combination of structure and 2D oxygen distribution information. The upper left image represents a visualisation of an oxygen distribution (lower left
image of Fig. 8, for better visualisation the oxygen image has been divided into 15 ranges) and the upper right image shows the structure of the foraminifer
(seen though the planar optode). Both can be blended together in a way that one image (here the oxygen distribution) becomes semi-transparent. Now each
oxygen value can be linked to the location at the bottom of the foraminifer.
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with a calibrated light probe from Biospherical, USA) two
images of the oxygen distribution in unit percentage of air
saturation are given (Fig. 8, grey scale bar). The images have
been smoothed with a running average of 2 and thereby the
spatial resolution has been reduced to approximately 7.6 mm
per pixel. The images in the ®rst column were recorded
directly after stopping the illumination. While the images of
the second column were recorded after a period longer than
30 min, which can be considered as dark steady state. The
grey scale coded images are divided into 15 ranges for better
visualisation while the grey scale bar shows continuous
values (in colour coding that we usually use for evaluation,
continuous scaling is used).
Depending on the light energy level they receive, the
diatoms that live in symbiosis with the foraminifer Amphistegina lobifera start if illuminated producing more oxygen
than they respire. This causes even at low light levels an
increase of oxygen in the near environment compared to the
dark steady state which shows a decreasing gradient in
oxygen concentration from the outer parts of the foraminifer
to the centre (Fig. 8, right column of distribution images).
The opposite gradient can be seen from the medium to the
highest illumination light level shortly after stopping the
illumination. Here oversaturation levels of more than 260%
air saturation are reached. While the right column of oxygen
distribution images show the dark steady state situation.
The combination of the structural image of the foraminifer with the grey level scaled oxygen distribution image
links the peaks in oxygen oversaturation and depletion to the
centre of the optode touching foraminifer (Fig. 9). Now it is
possible to measure oxygen concentrations even below the
foraminifer that usually as a benthic growing organism is
approached by microsensors from above. Furthermore various tests are now possible that investigate the balance of
oxygen production and consumption versus change in environmental parameters.
4.4. Limitations
Backscattered or re¯ected luminescence from surfaces or
particles behind the transparent optode might contribute to
the recorded images. Therefore, care has to be taken that
behind the optode there is no movement between the recording of each image window of a set. Otherwise the calculation
of the luminescence lifetime in these images will partly fail
and produce strange and false oxygen values.
Furthermore as can be seen in the macrolens application
with the coral sediment sample, the scattering properties of
the sample give different absolute light values within the
image (compare the lower part with sand as background and
the upper part with water as background). This results in
highly different signal-to-noise-ratios within the same
image. For example, the average pixel value (luminescence
intensity) in the water phase was 500 compared to 2100 in
the sediment. If the overall integration time is adjusted for a
corresponding experiment, a compromise has to be taken

between large possible values in the water phase and no
over¯ow in the sediment area. The different levels of oxygen
concentrations that determine the absolute luminescence
intensity further complicate the situation. If samples are
illuminated, light may pass through the optode and can
illuminate regions of the sample at energy levels that are
not reached in natural environments. The arti®cial light
situation can result in strange oxygen distributions that have
no relation to natural conditions. This only could be a
problem for biological applications, where photosynthetic
active organisms are involved, but it has to be considered in
the planning of experiments. Furthermore, depending on the
organisms involved in the experiments, excitation light
reaches only attenuated by the optode the sample. If the
spectrum of the excitation light overlaps with the absorption
of the organisms, oxygen will be generated. The effect can
be signi®cant, as results (not shown) with high image
recording rates in the microscope experiments with the
foraminifer have shown. This can be overcome by change
of excitation light source and an optional change of the
oxygen indicator, e.g. phosphors [13,35,36].
5. Conclusion
The combination of luminescence lifetime imaging with
transparent planar oxygen optodes offer for the ®rst time in
biological applications a direct link between the 2D oxygen
distribution to the structural information of an image of the
investigated sample. In earlier applications with optically
isolated oxygen optodes this relation had to be determined
by additional experiments like the appearance of zero oxygen dots in the 2D distribution caused by granules of an
oxygen scavenger that were deposited on the sediment
surface [8±10,18,19]. The presented results prove the excellent performance of the MOLLI system together with its
high ¯exibility in applications at various spatial resolutions
(from 3.8 to 62.5 mm per pixel).
However, the results also revealed some limitations of the
application of transparent optodes. They are due to the fact
that the transparency of the planar optodes is not restricted to
the light signal of interest. Excitation light reaches the
sample and even light of the general illumination of the
sample may reach parts of the sample that are not illuminated under natural conditions. The possible consequent
artefacts occur mainly in applications where photosynthetic
active biological systems are investigated and have to be
considered. Solutions can be in optimised set-ups (additional
shutter) or in optimised indicators that allow for excitation
wavelengths that are not as ef®ciently absorbed by the
organisms.
Nevertheless the application of transparent optodes with
MOLLI is not con®ned to these very speci®c biological
systems. There are numerous application ®elds in other
biological systems, in geological and environmental systems
as well as in medicine.
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Another feature of this measuring system that will be
investigated is the option of additional spectral measurements through the planar optode, which could give further
insight into the biological processes within the biological
system. Furthermore previously published detection
schemes [37] and new indicators for even other parameters
than oxygen [38,39] can be applied with the imaging system
MOLLI and used with transparent sensors to enable similar
measuring strategies for other relevant parameters.
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